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The Bonneville Power Administration, a wholesaler of electricity in the Pacific Northwest, has
implemented an innovative approach for acquiring demand side resources in manufactured housing
negotiating directly with the manufacturers to build only homes that are significantly more energy
efficient than HUD code requirements .. In a demonstration project, manufacturers built 150 homes to a
proposed model conservation standard (MCS) .. In 1990, BPA offered a consumer incentive to purchase
manufactured homes built to MeS, and in one year, achieved a 20 percent penetration rate.. In order to
accelerate the penetration rate and improve cost effectiveness, BPA led a regionwide effort to negotiate
with the manufacturers to build to BPA specifications that would be slightly better than the MCS used in
the demonstration program and the consumer rebate program.. This effort involved reaching a21ree:ments
with the region's 18 manufacturers and over 130 utilities .. The negotiations were successful and the direct
acquisition program started in April 1992, for a period of four years .. The region produces
manufactured homes each year, and based on a conservative estimate of kWh energy savings per
unit per year, the total conservation resource acquired is over 8 average per yeare1

Introduction

development or capacity for a
few "small" sitess Furthermore, because of new
demands on the river system (for irrigation, JUl......... &p., ........... ,............. ,

recreation and the survival of salmon ;:)J}t:NU;;;:'J'I

the amount of the existing hydro system can
provide will be reduced.. Other traditional thermal
generation is deemed to have capital and
operating cost; and many citizens in this fmd the
environmental impacts unacceptable. In order to meet this
load Bonneville plans to meet at least one third of
this additional load with demand side resourcese

The Pacific Northwest Electric Power and
Conservation Act of 1980 Law 96-501, enacted
the DeS.. Congress) mandates that conservation and
renewable energy resource options be investigated first,
before large thermal plants can be considered. It further
states that it is acceptable public policy to pay a pre~mlum

price of up to 10 percent for conservation resources over
conventional generation.. This legislation challenges the
region's power planners to meet future loads with demand
side resources.. Along with this legislation, the Northwest
Power Planning Council was created to guidance
to the region on power planning and resource acquisition
issues.

In the past ten years, Bonneville has over 200
megawatts of demand side resourcese In order to
three times that amount in the next ten years, it is clear
that aggressive strategies and innovative are

The Bonneville Power (hereafter
is a UeSe of Energy agency that

wholesales electric power from public generating projects
to retail utilities in Oregon, and
western Montanae Bonneville serves the electricity needs
and load of 130 customers, public

mtllm(~lp4al agencies, rural electric cooperatives,
industrial Bonneville customers' load

more than 8000 which is about half of the
...........................- ' ... total loade because of its extensive

transmission Bonneville also serves as
n"il"'4lnt"1l1li"'ll;"1:!I~ power a role in
trmlst€~rS, and exchanges in an area eXl:enlaml2

Canadian border to Southern and
Mountains to the Pacific Ocean.

The Pacific Northwest is blessed with a tremendous hydro
which 70 of the region's

needs. The currently in
load and resource that Bonneville win not be
able to serve new loads without adding new resources.

the may in fact be in a deficit
situation in any year, on the water
condition of that year and other special river operations
reQ'Ulf'ements.. It is expected that during the next decade,
the win need to 2,000 megawatts of new
resources on-line to meet expected load growths This is a

amount in view of the limited generation
the possesses 5 The hydro system is fully

It is not there will be major facility



The anufactured Housing Industry

The manufactured housing industry is regulated by HUD's
Federal Manufactured. Housing Construction and Safety
Standard (FMHCSS) of 1976. This standard also prevents
any state or local jurisdiction from enacting alternate
standards. This is called Federal preemption. Unfor
tunately, the energy efficiency standard under the
FMHCSS is minimal, compared to what is technically
achievable and economically justifiable. Since the industry
is quite competitive, and the target market is the lower
income purchaser, the manufacturers have little incentive
to voluntarily improve energy efficiency beyond the
Federal standard. They do, however, offer the home
buyers the option of upgrading the home's thermal
efficiency, and in the Northwest, most home buyers do
purchase the insulation upgrade. Table 1 shows the HUD
minimum standard and the "average" home built in the
Northwest, called "current practice".

ousing ResourceManufactured
otential

1 shows the actual demand side
aCQIUlsltloln accomplishments in the past decade

for the next ten years by various sectors.
Even the residential sector accounted for most of
the acquired resource in the past, it is still deemed to have
a significant potential for additional amounts. One of the
areas in the residential sector that was identified. as having
significant resource potential at very low cost was
manufactured housing. This paper reports the strategy
Bonneville employed, and the results to date, of acquiring
this resource.

ImproveProject
Thermal Efficiency

In the early 1980s, the Northwest Power Council
and Bonneville developed the Model Conservation
Standard (MCS) for site built homes that were 40 percent
about prevailing practice at that time. Through
demonstration projects and subsequentDSM programs
(Northwest Energy Code, Super Good Cents) where new
home builders were given incentives to build to MCS
standards, Bonneville was able to achieve a thirty percent

rate in four years. Eventually, the MCS
became code in Washington in 1991 and in Oregon in

Manufactured refers to constructed homes
that are to the eventual home site. It is
different from "modular constructionu or "prefab" housing
in that the construction is in the factory,
for the of two halves if the unit is double wide.
This is not local codes, but
rather the u.s. of ·~·"'~:IInQ·nn1·t~tlnn

and the u.s. of and Urban uevellOD-

ment DOT's involvement is from the these
units were and very mobile. Today,
most manufactured homes built in the Pacific Northwest.
are double average square and once

are seldom moved even
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1992. In January 1992, Bonneville offered an
updated Super Good Cents program for site built homes.
This new program offers three tiers of building envelope
improvements over code, a number of optional items
such as efficient efficiency water heaters,
shower heat recovery exhaust air heat
pump water etc.

Bonneville also that is
achievable in the manufactured sector" In 1987,
an energy standard to the site built MCS was

Under Bonneville's Residential Construction
Demonstration 150 manufactured home

were rec.ruited to have their homes built to this
stalnd.aLrd., with Bonneville the fun incremental cost.

ran in 1988 and 19 with BonneviHe
incremental cost data and the

thermal of these homes mid-1990.
The results indicated that it is feasible and
costs effective to build manufactured homes to energy
standards to site built homes. Table 2 shows the
thermal of the RCDP homes compared to
those built to HUD minimum standards and "current
Dr;;1lctlce" at that time what the consumers bought
as ff insulation UP2r~Lde

'Within BonneviHe's service area, there are eighteen
manufacturers 12,000 manufac
tured homes each year" On the basis of the RCDP data,
and additional refinement in the technical specifications,
we believed energy in the range of 6,500 - 7,000

per unit was achievable. This would rep1resent

a demand side resource potential of almost ten average
megawatts per year. This is a significant amount and is
considered quite firm and wen supported research data.

From Resource Estimate to
Resource Acquisition

In 1989, Bonneville began to offer manufactured home
buyer's payments to upgrade their purchases to RCDP
specifications under the Super Good Cents
program. In little over a year, the SGC rebate program
achieved a 25 percent rate and was well
received by the consumers. any measure, this could be
considered a successful program introduction. HCtWf~ver&

having designed and offered DSM programs for a
time, mostly of the ty that calls for
participation with a strong information/education
campaign, and aggressive and
Bonneville came to realize the best it could for was
a 35 percent rate. This is consistent with other
utilities offering DSM programs similar a01JrOacl:les.

As soon as the consumer rebate program was
Bonneville began to look for other ways to maximize the
acquisition of this resource. It was felt that in order to
meet the ambitious demand side resource aC(~Uisit]lOn

of 660 MW over the next 10 years, it is to
investigate creative approaches to and
llllVJUIl-.a.lLJ.J;:;,; DSM programs.

The manufactured nOllsrruz sector oppor-
tunities to innovative to resource
aC(IUHutl~Dn. It is a rather homogeneous industry & The
setup, materials and methods vary little
from to Unlike site built home builders, there
are a small number of manufacturers com-

to hundreds of site built home in the
Since it is a very and first-cost

sensitive industry, the manufacturers are not
known to be innovative.. Yet for these same reasons, it
was felt that if a few manufacturers could be convinced to
change their practices, most others would foHow suit
Thus, Bonneville decided to the manufacturers
about building an their homes to an energy
standard, and in return, Bonneville would reimburse the
manufacturers"

Preliminary informal dialogue with some manUlractnrt~rs,

Bonneville's customer utilities, and other interested
such as the state energy offices and the Northwest Power

Council indicated that such an was
indeed feasible. As a Bonneville committed to a



(b) Could the three fun
re<lutrernellt customers, requirement customers,
and investor owned utilities) agree on a common

coi'"'lr'ol:'lI't.t:l>Jl"'8''ll:l of this resource rlll1i".Q,roi"ll"&l

tac~tulrer:s" known as the Manufactured ~1f"'l,11C!11'il'lln ACQUllsltlon

The
(c) Could the manufacturers and the utilities agree on a

Are there legal issues (such as antitrust) that would
such an approach.

of the _'IO'I".-"\11ll'll ..... t- be assured;Could the

Is it a realistic goal to reach agreement between the
18 manufacturers and over 130 utilities in the
and

a MAP committee was
of members from Bonneville

the state energy offices the
Northwest Power Council the manufacturers

and the manufacturer associations (1)~ While there
were committee many were
also involved in a of functions. were
often attended of 30 le~

SDe~12Lhsts who advised the nej~otlatJlOn

and added value to the process.

The Negotiation

An of this involved many
and issues. The committee identified several basic issues
for discussion to confirm the of such a
program. The basic issues identified were:

The committee met about once a month. Invariably, more
questions were raised than answered. The committee
members then took the issues and questions back to their
respective constituents, discussed alternatives and returned
with potential solutions.

Could the manufacturers and the utilities agree upon a
technical that energy Q.i'"'t'lInlI.:::Ih~"'"\[f

without the

Each of the issues listed above also involved many
other issues. For the technical specifi-
cation's issue had on material availability,

6.. 150 - lee and Bennett



P"fhe MAP contract is for a four year duration. Bonneville
and its customer utilities win have the of re-

program after the first yeal\ The 1!"'\<OI"l;1'n'1/3.t"li1"

level can be \vhen the new HUn code
becomes effective0 new code was PU!iJl1:sne~d

in the Federal 1992 and the
comment closed on and there is no
announced schedule when this would becolne law ~ The
prcrpo:sea new fan way short of MAP

With the in
be convinced that materials

of exhaust etc.)
would be available and that their lines could be
converted without investment or 'lInF,Q>.,*,,~I11l"'lltlln1l"ll

HonnE~vlJUeA thr~DU}:l~ the Manufactured Il-anlll11~'SI1r1ln Technical
for to verbal

assurances that such new materials would be aV~UHlblle~

and for the state energy offices to technical
.......... I!"'. __"...... to the m.anufacturers on new construction methods
and processese rfhese activities reduced the manufacturers'
anxiety about the wholesale conversion of their Or()(1Ulcts
and _1I"4'll""t''lL.... .::s.C'

After much ne~zot]latl,On~

to a n~n.l'Ml"l;,~nt

of per unit was upon9 11lis was based on
the estimated incremental cost for the manufacturers to
build to MAP and what the utilities felt was
a reasonable cost for this program. The RCDP research
data showed the incremental cost from to
over per unit. The MAP spe~ltlca1tlOJ1S

c1t1!"'1l1nnQl.1i'U· than RCDP and sac At this
the cost of this resource,

program administration costs, is estimated to be 20 mills
per kilowatt-hour~

Since the homes that are pro~

duced win be sited the
U".l..l.i.".!l.V~, it was not necessary to reach a21~ee]nejlt

a payment but it was also necessary that every
pattlCJl'pa1tes. For Bonneville's one hundred fun

reC!Ul:re1JUeIlt customers it pays the entire costs for
their DSM was not a
allJtlOUl211 these utilities did on n!a'''n"ll~nt

and cost effectiveness evaluatione For the
re~IUH~enlent" customers are about 15 that share the
cost of DSM additional were
necessary to reach For the investor owned
U"AAJa."J.V~, program to a
on the state commissions9

It did not take for all
interested to commit to an af!Jreeme~nt.

Once that was established, it took almost ten months (till
December to agree on the technical spe~H1caLuo,ns.

Table 3 shows the technical for homes to be
built under MAP. Negotiations occurred on many

so that when the were the
amount of method of and cost effec-
tiveness were settled as welL In
December Bonneville mailed to aU manufacturers
and customer utilities a memorandum of unlClel'smna:rng
and asked all to indicate their intent to One of
the criteria of MAP was that all utilities will
paJrtlC:lp~lte, and if a manufacturer all of that

prcletu,:;uo,n will meet this .t"I_r-Jl, .... 'ilT'1I .... '"'~lI__

construction practices, assembly line process, and limiting
consumer choice. The quality assurance issue concerned
both the manufacturers and the utilities since most homes
in the are double wide, with final set up at the
home site. The traditional industry practice was that the
manufacturers were not responsible for site set up, and it
was the dealers' job to make the arrangements. With

the utilities wanted manufacturers to guarantee that
the homes would be set up properly to yield projected
energy savings. The payment amount was an issue with
the requirement utilities (who cost share DSM
programs with Bonneville); and the investor owned
utilities' participation was very much dependent on the
state commission's view on such expenditures.
Some utilities were about to institute "hookup charges" for
manufactured homes that were not comparable to site built
homes in thermal efficiency in order to force the
manufacturers to increase energy efficiency.



The direct cost (acquisition payment) of the program is
$2,500 per unit. The indirect cost (in house program
administration, payment to states for technical support,
etc~) is estimated to be an additional $670 per unit

Conclusion

The regionwide weighted average energy saving for each
unit (taking into consideration different sizes built and
locations where homes are sited) are estimated to be 6,710
kWH per year. This figure is based on the data from the
150 RCDP demonstration homes Bonneville built; subme
tered data from a sample of homes under the SGC rebate
program; and energy use modeling calculations of the
MAP specifications~ Bonneville further de-rated the
expected savings another 10 percent and rounded down to

kWH per year; thus a rather conservative
approach for cost effectiveness calculation and program

evaluation.

With an assumed measure life of 45 years and
Bonneville's standard discount rate of 3 and
allowing for 7.5 "line loss" credit, the levelized
cost of this resource is 20 mills (2 per kilowatt
hour. Bonneville is currently paying a slight for
the but has every reason to
believe it will reach with these utilities.
Table

Cost Effectiveness of the
Program

mills is a very attractive cost for new.resources.
a utility's avoided cost for conventional thermal
is three times this amount. This cost also

compares with other demand side resources. For
ex~uni)le~ Honnl~VlHe" like many other utilities, has been

proposals from energy service companies
through a process called competitive The demand
side considered average over
30 mills per kilowatt-hour.

The Bonneville Power Administration has successfully
embarked on a demand side resource acquisition program
in the manufactured sector. The levelized cost of
this resource is 20 mills per kilowatt-hour, wen below
other DSM program costs and side alternatives.

eXl>endltures. Since the state commissions were consulted
and involved throughout the concept development and
contract negotiation process, they took a very favorable
view of this program, and in fact encouraged the utilities
to _............ ", .. _......f. ....

After over a year of the MAP program
started on April 1, 1992. Prior to this date, 15
of the 18 manufacturers signed contracts to build
homes to MAP specifications. The other three also signed
within a week of 1. With their signatures,
Bonneville has to obtain full participation from
the manufacturers at the of the program, far
ex(~eedll1lQ the goal of 40 percent the
first year, and up to 90 the third year.

all but a handful of utilities had signed
to participate. This represents a 92 percent

palrtlC1P3Ltloin rate (based on the number of homes expected
to be sited in participants' territories). Bonneville decided
to go forward with the program, and at the same time
continued to with the non-participating utilities,
to avoid this lost opportunity.

concerned with the
are in the are eVf~nt1Jalllv

sited in their service utilities have
had a role in DSM program and
take a lot of in such programs. This of

~~t1I1$1lllv very desirable for MAP's success.

of manufactured
the state's Labor and 11l4It"luot'll""tl uepw"tment

HUD who in tum assesses the
manufacturers a ntax gj for e1,ch home built With
there are additional to ensure that
the materials used and construction conform to
EPA The utilities to pay this
incremental cost. The other concern, that of on-
site set up, was mollified with the state energy office's

to additional for the set up crews~ In
'JA''''J:;:..VJU., the set up crews are state whereas there
is no such for other states. The manufacturers
in and the Manufactured Housing
Association to endorse now under
COltlSllcier'atlIOD .. to set up crews to be examined and
certified~ This is a dramatic from the traditional
manufacturers' nSite set up is not our

With these the utilities' concerns about the
energy ~"""''''~'''''''-''-''' of manufactured homes under MAP

were addressed~

negotiating with the manufacturers for direct acquisi
Bonneville was able to achieve 100

tion rate for this resource. This is Drt~Ceiaellt

DSM program. Imillernel1ltatllon.

6" 152 ~ Lee and Bennett
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Direct is the way to maximize
program rate" It may be the way to
surpass the 40 to 50 rate cited
most often utilities with in DSM
programs.

(f) A well direct program reduces
the cost of program administration~

Bonneville
a demonstration

DSM program, negotiating
the

tnlln\:llU'110 are a few key
the way:

__ ,""',,",""'~"""'r<f a rebate

and

A demonstration program is an effective way to prove
a to make converts out of in the
n"armHClt1M.T and the end usere

for direct
program~

pelletratllon rate
for direct

with the manufacturers to supply
that are more efficient than

standards or "current is a sound ..... ...,. .......... ""'..""',..
there are efforts 1I111l"'ll,rlI~~~1I1ff',l'Irl

n~lIInro'tinm~ to new DSM resources, such
"Golden Carrot" program for super efficient

(h) l"fhe time re(l!UHrea to achieve a
is shortenedA demonstration program raises the confidence level

of energy and resource
estimates. It also data for cost

effectiveness for the purpose of DSM
program

It is more cost effective to
front end of the
~V()lC1'U'H)" cost mark ups in the intermediate

It is to have with 18 different
manufacturers and over 100 u:tiHI~tr~ri:)'1 ·n·""n'l[JrlI,.r1t:~rII there is
a shared a common and the oeJrce:Ptlon
that it is in their own interest to do so.

It is to aU the stakeholders on,
and invite their involvement and Many
of the stakeholders may not have a mandate or
fmancial but their can be
lI1Mf"ll'l''''''=''ll'',n~.. "Y= to a effort like this one.

Endnotes

10 There are two common ways to energy savings
from DSM programs.. One way is to the
ECM's conservation energy
in kilowatt-hours. The other way, which is more
useful from the perspective of is to

the energy in terms of avoided genera-
tion. For DSM measures, this is as average



megawatts (aMW), derived from dividing the energy
savings (in kWH) by 8,760,000 (numbers of hours in
a year times 1000)& Furthermore, an aMW in DSM
resource is "worth" about 1.5 MW of generation
resource since in generation capacity planning, it is
common to use a plant load factor of 65 to 70 percent.

2. There are three major utility groups in the Pacific
Northwest. The first group of public utilities that do
not possess generation and purchase all their electric-

from Bonneville is called fun requirement
customers. The second group of utilities, with some
generation of their own, purchase some of their
electricity from Bonneville, and are caned partial
requirement customers. The third group are investor
owned utilities that do not purchase electricity from
Bonneville.
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